
Essential oils are little condensed bottles of plant magic. They work on a physical level by 
interacting with the molecular structure of your cells and they work on a vibrational level by 
connecting you to your subtle energy body through your sense of smell. The fragrance you 
inhale in a deeply relaxed state gets anchored into your cellular and mind-space memory and 
when experienced again can trigger a reduction in stress. For example, if your teacher diffuses 
geranium during an awesome yoga class and the next day when you are stressed at work you 
inhale a drop of geranium on a tissue, your body remembers the feeling of being relaxed in 
yoga class and is ‘energetically’ transported back there. Scientists call this ‘neurosculpting’. 

HERE ARE SOME WAYS YOU CAN USE THE OILS AS A YOGA TEACHER: 

 Creating bhav or sacred space.

 Assists and adjustments – for example a ‘wake up’ rub when warming up or a soothing  
 spray or massage balm for shavasana.

 Deluxe shavasana – when working privately with clients or if you have more time  
 (for example Yoga Nidra practice) the oils can be used with great effect.

 Your own personal hygiene – make your own body spray, deodorant or fragrance.  

 Diffuse a fragrance in class – think about matching your oil choices appropriately to time of  
 day, season and style of class.

 Ayurvedic dosha balancing blends (think about playing with the energy of the elements in  
 your class), see our ‘Ayurveda Aromatherapy’ info sheet for more on this.

 Bliss balls and water offerings – if you run a workshop or event where you serve snacks the  
 oils can be included in these.

 Essential Oils Circle – women’s healing and aromatherapy; any kind of group circle or    
      gathering can be enhanced with the sacred majesty of the oils. 

dōTERRA has a range of three essential oils to enhance yoga practice, created by yoga teacher 
Elena Brower (if you haven’t checked out her podcast yet you are missing out!) 
The oils are ANCHOR, AFFIRM and ASCEND. They are all divine! 

Please contact us at Bhakti Rose for details of how to purchase the oils and enjoy wholesale 
discounts and free bonus gifts as a yoga teacher. There is also the opportunity to sell these oils 
through your yoga studio or to your students as an additional income source for you.  
Contact us to find out more.
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